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Internal Room Dividers & Glass Doors 

Our collection of luxurious, contemporary internal glass doors enhance your interior spaces with 

clarity, transparency and the bare minimum of visible door hardware. Transform your living, 

dining and other areas in your home with contemporary frameless internal glass doors, designed 

to add light and a real feeling of space. 

 
Designed for internal, or patio use - every one of our hinged glass doors makes creating new 

doorways, room dividers or an interior lobby easy. With quality one-piece glass, premium metals 

and durable locks they provide a wonderful transition from one brighter room to another. 

 
Choose from single or double doors, internal slide and fold doors, matching  glass screens and 

opaque or coloured glass doors.  

 
Create flexible living with the benefit of light, transparency, modern glass and aluminium. 

For properties old and new, our single glazed dividers are designed to improve how you 

use your home. The perfect solution for changing 

your living, dining, work or outside space. 

Using quality laminated or safety glass with 

smooth edges and minimalist aluminium profiles 

only where needed. Convert an area from open 

plan to snug in seconds. Create somewhere to 

work, for the children while staying connected to 

the rest of your home. There is no better way to 

divide up your home while keeping the light, airy 

and spacious feel. 
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FGC Side Hung Doors 
 

These internal doors can be made 

for both domestic and commercial 

properties. They can also be 

bespoke designed to any shape. 

 
Whether you go for single doors, 

double doors, or even pocket doors 

 
Any of our products can be made 

tailored exactly to what you are 

looking for within your product. 

 
These help dividing rooms up, 

creating a difference between open 

space & privacy. 
 
 

 

 

 
Every steel look internal door 

product comes expertly made 

and professionally fitted, 

enhancing your home with all 

the distinctive 

features of classic metal doors. 

 
Designed in an industrial style, 

these aluminium internal doors 

work either as standalone doors 

or with combination framing and 

no threshold. 

 

With bonded on bars to create 

the design of your choice, the 

possibilities are endless.   

FGC Steel Look Doors 
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